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Abstract
Come, let us go down and there make such a babble of their language that they will not
understand another's speech. { Genesis 11:7
With the advent of faster computers, the notion of doing machine translation from
a huge stored database of translation examples is no longer unreasonable. This paper
describes an attempt to merge the Example-Based Machine Translation (EBMT) approach
with psycholinguistic principles. A new formalism for context-free grammars, called marker-
normal form, is demonstrated and used to describe language data in a way compatible
with psycholinguistic theories. By embedding this formalism in a standard multivariate
optimization framework, a system can be built that infers correct transfer functions for a
set of bilingual sentence pairs and then uses those functions to translate novel sentences.
The validity of this line of reasoning has been tested in the development of a system
called METLA-1. This system has been used to infer English!French and English!Urdu
transfer functions from small corpora. The results of those experiments are examined,
both in engineering terms as well as in more linguistic terms. In general, the results of
these experiments were psychologically and linguistically well-grounded while still achieving
a respectable level of success when compared against a similar prototype using Hidden
Markov Models.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Problem Statement
This report describes an approach to automatic translation of natural languages that accepts a
bilingual sentence database and infers a set of transfer functions for converting sentences from
one language into the other. By focusing on some results from experimental and developmental
psycholinguistics, as expressed in a computational formalism developed below, one hopes to
bring some novel order to the very chaotic world of human languages. Specically, some of
the same properties that make human languages learnable by human infants should be able to
provide syntactic and semantic cues that an appropriately programmed computer can use for
a variety of NLP problems.
Every child who has learned her native language can identify with great accuracy the gram-
matical utterances in that language. On the other hand, this task is nearly impossible for
computers. Gold[21] showed that under reasonable assumptions (that people only hear positive
examples of the language and that any nite string, in theory, could be a sentence in some
language) this task is formally impossible for a computer to solve. Specically, it is impossible
to avoid overgeneralization. Once a sentence has been assumed to be in the language, there is
no way to accept or act upon information to demonstrate that it is not actually a grammatical
sentence. For all the algorithm knows, it might simply be a sentence that it hasn't yet heard.
Several solutions have been proposed to avoid the despairing abyss of Gold's theorem.
For instance, it has been pointed out that grammaticality judgements, despite their apparent
simplicity, are actually an unrepresentative task. For most natural language applications, it
is more important to determine what a speaker means even in the event of an ungrammatical
sentence than to reject it out of hand. Similarly, sentences can be more usefully categorized as
appropriate/inappropriate; the sentence \I like pizza" is perfectly grammatical, but would be
wrong as a response to the question \What was your grade on the nal?"
Machine translation is a suitable application to test these ideas for a variety of reasons.
Because the outputs of a translation system are more complex than simple yes/no decisions,
more information is available to limit and direct the inference task. Second, translation is
a somewhat nebulous task, as there may be many sentences in the target language which can
express the idea of the source sentence. More importantly, there is a nearly continuous spectrum
of near-correctness, and so the notion of accuracy can be more nely developed. A system is
successful not when it has learned \the translation," but when it is close enough to perfect that
it is capable of expressing the ideas present in the source text in the target language to a high
enough degree of satisfaction. Third, and most importantly, the system under development
uses constraints developed from psycholinguistic experiments to develop its functions, which
should result in functions that can be symbolically and linguistically studied, modied, and
maintained. In contrast to the typical development process of symbolic translation systems,
though, the system is completely automated and can run without the explicit development by
hand of a dictionary, thesaurus, or analysis engine. This nal aspect, if successful, will represent
a major improvement over the current state of the art in Machine Translation.
1.2 Organization
The rest of this report is organized as follows : Section 2 describes some of the relevant work
that has been performed, both on the problem of machine translation, and computational
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and psycholinguistic approaches to language acquisition. Section 3 describes the formal basis
for this psycholinguistic approach to machine translation, including the major mathematical
result of the paper, the existence of a \marker-normal form" for the description of context-free
grammars. The METLA-1 system as currently implemented is described in detail in section 4,
along with the results of several experiments to determine the the strengths and weaknesses
both of the formalism and its implementation, presented as section 5. Finally, section 6 suggests
some needed improvements to be included in future versions, followed by some conclusions,
acknowledgements, and a bibliography.
2 Background
2.1 Machine Translation
Translation is a hard process. A typical translation task requires a skilled bilingual with expert
training in the translation process itself and in-depth knowledge of the document's eld. Even
so, it often requires the additional assistance of outside experts for their additional knowledge
of the eld and the expected audience.
The morass is no shallower when computers are allowed into the translation process. Instead
of being able to use documentary cues, and to translate on a case-by-case basis, computer sci-
entists must predict beforehand the types of situations that will arise and armor their programs
against them. A typical MT system can take man-years of eort from skilled programmers,
knowledge engineers, linguists, and translators, and will cost as much as a conventional rule-
based expert system. Even then, most of machine translation's success stories are limited
systems, based on small domains (such as weather reports, aviation, conference registration,
and so on). In these areas, the vocabulary, grammar, and meanings are small, tightly focused,
and very predictable. Even after legions of scientists have devoted their eorts to it, MT has
not yet advanced far beyond the realm of toy problems.
The major bottleneck, of course, is the acquisition of knowledge and the processing into a
form that a computer program can recognize and work with. Each word in a language, for exam-
ple, may have several translations in any other language, to be used in \appropriate" contexts,
and the denition of appropriate is sometimes an entire linguistics dissertation. For some early
systems (such as the GAT/SYSTRAN project), the research approach has been to build (over
the course of decades) a tremendous list of word, phrases, and idioms and to translate sentences
word-for-word and phrase-for-phrase without any real structural representation. A more popu-
lar approach has been to try to develop an automatic method for extracting the structure and
meaning of the source document and converting it, whether by transformation or retelling, into
the target language. This obviously requires a signicant linguistic understanding of both the
source and target languages to tease apart the necessary constraints and interdependencies|for
example, the English verb \to wear" corresponds to ve Japanese verbs, depending upon the
object worn. This information is painstakingly gleaned from the skilled bilinguals and carefully
translated into computer code to represent each new construct or constraint included.
However, all the information a linguist or translation team could require is available in the
huge body of translated text that already exists|if it could be appropriately extracted and put
to use. As an example, the Canadian parliamentary proceedings (named the Hansard corpus,
after the publisher) are available in both English and French, and constitute a huge corpus of
grammatical information about the structure and relationship of those languages.
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Brown et al.[6, 7] tried to use the Hansard corpus to develop a completely automated MT
system for French and English. They attempted to describe language as a Markov process,
and the translation process as a mapping between Markov chains of words. By using auto-
mated techniques, they attempted to rene the probability distributions so that the \expected
sentence" corresponded to the translated sentence over as much of the training data as pos-
sible. The results of this were surprisingly good, given what one might expect from such a
linguistically implausible formulation. On the other hand, trying to actually understand the
resulting system (for instance, to explain or correct systematic errors) would be a nightmare.
An ideal translation system should have a better representation of the structure of the relevant
languages, if only to make system maintenance easier.
Nagao[37] proposed exactly this when he invented the term \Example-Based Translation."
Instead of building explicit translation rules and vocabulary, a system could be built that
uses a database of hundreds or thousands of sentences and phrases with their corresponding
translation. These could provide coverage in context for the appropriate parts of input sentences.
The system, then, would break input sentences apart into appropriately-sized chunks, search the
database for the most similar example phrases, and build the translated sentence by skillfully-
developed conglomeration of similar phrases.
EBMT, by Sumita et al.[47], is an early example of a Japanese!English translation system
built along these lines. It translates phrases of the form noun
1
NO noun
2
, where `NO' is
the general partitive adposition
1
. The standard translation of `NO' is `of', but it can also
be translated as `in' (as in \the conference in Kyoto"), `'s' (\the teacher's pencil"), `by', and
many other (typically prepositional) translations. Sumita et al. incorporated a commercial
thesaurus into their system, and devised a notion of semantic distance to measure the nouns
in the source sentence against the various examples in the database. The example closest, in
semantic distance, to the source sentence was chosen as the basis of translation, and then the
target sentence was produced and structured according to the example.
From one point of view, EBMT is simply a huge dictionary entry for the single word `NO',
with the appropriate contextual cues. However, the work done to build the translation database
and the thesaurus can be easily reused in a larger system, and the general method can greatly
reduce the knowledge acquisition bottleneck. By relying on translations in context, the amount
of work that need be done per lexical entry is much smaller, and the system is much more
easily adaptable to dierent styles, situations, and elds. This approach has been taken to
much larger systems; [40, 39] lists some example systems, where the translation mechanism
described above is attached to a general parser and an adjustment mechanism to combine the
translations of the parsed fragments. The use of translation examples greatly simplies the task
of constructing a dictionary, but the development of a thesaurus, parser, analyzer, and adjuster
still require lots of language-specic skilled labor. Although EBT-based approaches reduce the
knowledge-acquisition bottleneck, they do not eliminate it. To do that would require a totally
self-organizing system (after [6]) that produces linguistic descriptions which can be understood,
adjusted, and modied by non-experts.
1
Some languages, such as Japanese, have their prepositions follow nouns instead of precede them. (\in Tokyo"
becomes \Tokyo in") \Adposition" is a general term for this type of word, without regard to position.
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2.2 The Marker Hypothesis
The rst step in developing an automatic analyzer for a novel language, of course, is to under-
stand the nature and properties of the language. In an ideal universe, this would be a complete
and accurate description of the sentences that could be said in a recognizable and usable form,
such as a grammar. However, as discussed above, the extraction of grammars from example
sentences is problematic. According to Gold's theorem, for a computer to identify a grammar
requires either a teacher of some sort, to provide negative information, a revision (such as prob-
abilistic learning) to the computational paradigm, or additional assumptions about the nature
and structure of the language.
Are there, then, properties of natural languages that are not found or not prominent in
the \mathematical" languages described by formal structures such as context-free grammars
(CFGs)? Children are certainly capable of learning their native language, despite the fact
that most if not all of their data consist only of positive examples of acceptable, grammatical
sentences. Very rarely do children receive corrections about ungrammatical utterances, and
even more rarely do they appear to attend to the few corrections they receive. So if Gold's
theorem applies to humans as well as to computers, there may be some linguistic absolutes that
apply to natural languages that allow children to identify the structures of the language.
This search for \linguistic universals" is the major focus of the eld called linguistic typology,
and it has not been without its major successes. For example, Berlin and Kay[3] identied a
hierarchy in the existence of basic color terms, demonstrating that some basic colors are present
in every language and that the set of optional color terms forms a well-dened sequence. Keenan
and Comrie[30] identied a similar hierarchy of \accessibility to relativization," showing (for
instance) that any language which allows relativization of indirect objects allows relativization
of direct objects but not vice versa. In addition to these and other micro-features of the
nature of human languages, Greenberg[23] identied major structural regularities among the
world's languages|for example, in languages with basic word order subject{object{verb, the
adpositions tend to be placed after the nouns they modify. Greenberg identied nearly fty such
universals which together describe basic structural properties of natural language in terms of a
small number of parameters and simultaneously describe a large set of theoretical possibilities
which do not occur. A computer program could, in theory, focus on such parameters and by
determining the settings for them identify a language much more quickly than by exhaustive
searching through the entire mathematical space of CFGs.
Analyzing a particular language in terms of which universals describe it is not new. For
example, Chomsky[12] and his followers have proposed the notion of a \universal grammar"
built into the human mind that partially limits the set of languages that exist in the world.
Individual languages can be described in terms of which constraints and rules are applicable to
them|e.g., English and German are not allowed to have \null subjects" that are understood but
unexpressed, while Spanish and Hebrew, by contrast, allow these sorts of subjects. Dorr[16] has
built this theory into a machine translation system, where universal principles are parameterized
and set by hand to dene the source and target languages. In some ways, this can avoid the
knowledge acquisition bottleneck described above, reducing a large number of specic rules to a
small set of properties. On the other hand, these properties are often controversial and dicult
to elicit. Even as simple a statement as \this language has subjects before verbs" can be dicult
to test against a language where the agent of a sentence, the focus of the sentence, and the
topic of the sentence can be three dierent words. In addition, identication of syntactic or
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semantic categories such as \subject" is dicult without extensive (and expensive) linguistic
analysis.
The work described here focuses on the computational implications of a psycholinguistic
universal rst expressed by Green[22] and explored and expanded by other researchers[34, 35].
This universal, termed \the Marker Hypothesis," states that natural languages are \marked" for
grammar at surface level|that there exists in every language a small set of words or morphemes
that appear in a very limited set of grammatical contexts and that can be said, in a sense, to
signal that context. As an example of this principle, consider a basic sentence in English :
The Boulder Faculty Assembly announced a list of ten faculty awards at its
Thursday meeting, with more awards for excellence in teaching than expected.
In this sentence, taken at random from a Boulder newspaper, two noun phrases began with
determiners, two with quantiers, and one with a possessive pronoun. The set of determin-
ers and possessive pronouns in English is very small (less than fteen words), and the set of
quantiers is equally recognizable. Similarly, every word in this sentence ending with `-ed' is a
past tense verb. The Marker Hypothesis presumes the converse of these observations, e.g. that
words which end in `-ed' are very often past tense verbs, and the word `the' usually heralds the
appearance of a noun phrase. Or, more generally, that concepts and structures like these will
have similar morphological or structural marking in all languages.
Proponents of the Marker Hypothesis go further, however, claiming not only that these
\marker words" could signal the occurrence of particular contexts, but that they do|that
marker words form an important cue to psycholinguistic processing of structure. Experiments
with miniature languages have backed up this claim. When human subjects are presented with
the task of learning a small articial language from sentences in the language, they learn more
accurately and faster if the articial language has cues of the sort described above. Green[22]
showed this eect in articial languages with and without specic marker words as attested
in Japanese. Morgan et al.[34] demonstrated it in languages with and without phrase-level
substitutions, as of pronouns for full noun phrases. Mori and Moeser[35] examined the eect of
case marking on the pseudowords of the languages. In these and other experiments, evidence
conrming the Marker Hypothesis was always found.
Other evidence for the psychological utility of marker words can be found in typological
evidence. The original statement of the Marker Hypothesis was based upon the typological ob-
servation that every natural language has such constructs, whether in derivational morphology
or separate marker words. Even pidgins and creoles have such constructs. For example, [43] lists
examples from a pidgin called Russenorsk. In this language, sentences tend to be very simple
strings of words, without grammatical aectation. Even in this language, however, verbs are
marked with a special `-om' marker, which presumably helps hearers of this language identify
the basic concept expressed in a given utterance (and from that determine the appropriate roles
of the other words in the sentence).
Other psycholinguistic evidence for such the Marker Hypothesis can be taken from child
language acquisition. Constructs which are easily and readily marked (e.g., regular verbs)
tend to be learned early and strongly, and may even override other irregular forms which have
been learned by rote memorization. The classic child's sentence \*I goed to the store"
2
is an
obvious example of this sort of overgeneralization. The child has learned that events which
2
An initial asterisk (`*') in front of a string is the standard linguistic notation for an ungrammatical sentence
or construct.
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have already happened are described by verbs marked with the `-ed' morpheme. Slobin[44] lists
dozens of psycholinguistic principles that may describe how children focus on important bits of
the language to learn. Many of these (for example, \pay attention to the ends of words") are
direct descriptions of phenomena the Marker Hypothesis would predict.
Finally, there is psychological evidence about not only the universality of marker words and
morphemes, but also about their cross-linguistic similarity. Certainly, such concepts as case
marking, gender, and tense seem to be concepts found in a large variety of languages. Talmy[48]
suggests that, in fact, there are certain cognitive aspects or concepts that are inherently likely
to be expressed grammatically (using marker morphemes or structural cues) and others that
are universally expressed lexically. For example, many languages have inections on nouns to
express the number. On the other hand, there is no known language where morphemes exist to
dierentiate red nouns from blue nouns. Color, then, is not a concept expressed grammatically.
Similarly, languages are capable of making inectional distinctions between the numbers `1' and
`many', or in some cases the numbers `1', `2', `few' and `many', but never between `odd' and
`even', or `prime' and `composite'. The implication is not only that marker constructs exist,
but that the semantic concepts and distinctions that they express tend to be expressed in other
languages by other marker constructions.
Assuming, then, that the Marker Hypothesis is an accurate description of a useful property
of natural languages, it is reasonable to use this property in an attempt to build a system that
will naturally acquire the grammar of the source and target languages of interest to a machine
translation system. Section 3 describes a computational formalism to do exactly that, based
on the notion of acquisition of translation functions from large corpora as described above.
2.3 Translation and Grammatical Induction
Gold's theorem, as presented in the introduction, has not completely stopped research into
grammatical induction. Despite the overall implications that context-free grammars (and even
regular expressions) are formally unlearnable from positive examples alone, various researchers
have modied the problem statement slightly to achieve positive results. For example, several
researchers have limited the scope of the languages under study. Lucas and Damper[32], for
example, have designed an algorithm capable of learning non-recursive context-free grammars
(for example, languages where no sentence can be a part of another sentence, or no noun phrase
can be part of a larger noun phrase) from positive examples alone.
The more psycholinguistically plausible the restricted languages are, of course, the more in-
terest one should display in the results. Recursive productions, unfortunately, are very common,
whether in lists of items (\John bought a pizza with sauce, extra cheese, onions, pepperoni,
black olives,: : :"), or sentences that are themselves parts of other sentences (\My father told
me that his boss told him that : : :"). However, more plausible restrictions have been studied.
Angluin[1] described a restricted set of languages called pattern languages. These languages
are a subset of regular expressions produced by concatenation and the Kleene plus operator.
3
These languages, then, are in some sense self-marking, where each component marks not only
itself but further appearances of the same component. Angluin showed that by focusing on this
marking aspect, these languages are learnable from positive examples only.
3
This operator produces, from a string, the set of all strings consisting of one or more repetitions of that
string. For example, the set f a; aa; aaa;    g can be denoted more simply as a
+
.
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The unication of these and other approaches is relatively simple. Non-recursive grammars
cannot produce innite languages, and selecting the smallest (nite) language compatible with
the input seen so far will converge on the correct language. Angluin's pattern languages may
contain innite languages, but has so many excluded nite languages that it is easy to determine
when an input set determines an innite language. Again, selecting the \smallest" compatible
language will eventually converge.
A more interesting reformulation of the problem originated with the notion of probabilistic
grammars. These are normal grammars, either regular or context-free, annotated with prob-
abilities at each production rule. This allows grammars to be tuned not only to the presence
and/or absence of individual strings, but to their relative frequencies in the input data. This
can help solve the Gold's overgeneralization problem, since an algorithm can, in theory, rec-
ognize that a sentence occurs with much lower than predicted frequency and the grammar
might have overgeneralized. In addition, probability information can improve linguistic per-
formance on ambiguous data. For instance, the oft-cited sentence \Time ies like an arrow"
has at least three parses, with \time," \ies," and \like" all potential candidates for the main
verb. However, the interpretation where time is a substance which ies as an arrow does is so
overwhelmingly more probable in normal speech that a probabilistic grammar should correctly
identify it as the most probable, and therefore the most likely, and reject the others.
Probabilistic regular grammars are also known as Markov chains or Markov models. A
hidden Markov model (HMM) is simply a Markov model where the grammar and probabilities
are initially unknown and must be inferred from the observed sentences. Markov models have
long been known to be inadequate for complete descriptions of natural language, as they fail
to capture the necessary long-distance dependencies. On the other hand, they are simple
to describe and easy to infer, and they do a very good job of describing local, short-term
dependencies and patterns. Shannon's classic work on the entropy of English[42], for example,
is based upon an implicit Markov model. They have found extensive use[13, 50] in speech
recognition systems. More recently, Cutting et al.[15] used a HMM to tag English sentences
with their parts of speech, while Stolcke and Omohundro[46] attempted to model language
acquisition with a HMM as a rst step to a general language acquisition problem[17]. And, of
course, Brown[6, 7] used Markov models to try to develop automatic machine translation as
described above in section 2.1.
Probabilistic context-free grammars (PCFGs) are of course more linguistically plausible, but
also more dicult to work with. Here the sort of guidance suggested by the Marker Hypothesis
has been used for a long time. Crespi-Reghizzi[14] and later researchers[2, 38] have studied so-
called \structured samples" of languages and developed extensive algorithms to work properly
with them. These samples consist of sentences in the language where some or all of the sub-
constituents are marked by some form of explicit bracketing, such as \she ate (the hamburger)
(with (a fork))." In the extreme case, this converts the process of grammar acquisition to the
process of simply labeling unlabeled parse trees. Even with only partial bracketing, though,
Pereira and Schabes[38] demonstrated vast improvement in the accuracy of the grammars in-
ferred over those inferred from unbracketed corpora. The bracketing, then, which serves only
to identify components, is an important and useful cue to grammatical identication. Marker
words which also provide cues about which components they are marking should, then, be even
more useful.
Psycholinguistic constraints from X-bar theory[26] have also been shown to help with the
task of grammatical inference. Charniak[10] describes a system[9, 8] he built to identify PCFGs
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that focuses on the types of non-terminals that could appear as components within another non-
terminal. For example, English pronouns can be dicult to tease apart from the English verbs
by standard PCFG techniques. By imposing the single linguistic constraint that verbs were not
allowed to appear in the expansion of a pronoun, the grammars inferred became much more
accurate, understandable, and plausible. Being able to make this sort of modication clearly
requires both a good understanding of English linguistics and of linguistic principles in general.
Although not language-independent, it underscores the advantages to a system, for whatever
NLP problem, which produces knowledge and rules encoded in a linguistically plausible and
understandable format.
3 Formalizing the Process
The psycholinguistic properties described above should, in theory, be useful for any natural
language problem. The current work focuses on their application to the translation of natural
languages. Specically, given a corpus of paired sentences, the Marker Hypothesis implies that
there should be enough information in the corpus for a computer to extract the structural
properties of both languages and be able to discern the necessary transformations to convert
novel sentences from the source language into the target.
The mathematical basis for this program is described in section 3.1. It will be shown
that any context-free grammar can be described in structures where all constituent structures
(non-terminal symbols) are marked by the appearance of some terminal symbol. The Marker
Hypothesis implies that such forms should not merely exist, but also be a natural and useful
expression of human languages. By identifying these terminal symbols, a system could acquire a
grammar for the desired language or languages and use it in further NLP work. Section 3.2 then
describes the process of parameterizing the descriptions of the source and target language in
such a way that they can both be useful for performing the translation task and can be identied
automatically using standard multivariate optimization techniques. A complete description of
these parameters, as inferred by the computer, constitutes the output of the system and can
be used to translate novel sentences.
3.1 Marker-normal Form
As described in section 2.2, the crucial property for this work is the existence of identiable
classes of marker words.
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Specically, the formalism and system as described below assumes
rst that the languages of interest can be approximated by a context-free grammar, and second,
that these languages can be naturally described by CFGs in marker-normal form, as dened
below.
Theorem 1 To every CFG   there corresponds an equivalent grammar in marker-normal form,
where every production is of one of the following forms :
A! 
A! a
4
Or morphemes. The current work only focuses on marker words, but future developments will include
morphological analysis from large corpora as a part of marker identication[27].
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A! A
0
a
1
A
1
a
2
A
2
  
A! a
1
A
1
a
2
A
2
  
(As usual, upper-case letters are nonterminal symbols, lower-case letters are terminal symbols,
and  is the null string of zero length.) All right-hand sides of productions are either a single
terminal symbol, or are an alternating sequence of terminals and nonterminals.
Proof: Greibach's theorem[24, 25] states that for every CFG, there exists an equivalent
grammar in which all productions are of the form A ! aBCDEF    (so-called Greibach-
normal form). For a grammar in this form, all right-hand sides consist of exactly one terminal
symbol, followed by by zero or more nonterminal symbols. For any grammar of interest, begin
by nding an equivalent Greibach-normal form grammar   for it. This will then be transformed
into an equivalent marker-normal form grammar.
Replace every production A! a, where  is a string of two or more nonterminal symbols,
with two productions involving a new nonterminal : A ! aX and X ! . At this point, all
productions involving the original nonterminals of   are in the required form for marker-normal
form.
Now, consider a variable B that appears in the right-hand side of a rule X ! . If B is the
left-hand side of several production rules, create multiple production rules for the nonterminal
X with the right-hand side of each production rule forB. Repeat this process with the Cartesian
product of all original nonterminal symbols of  . At the end of this process, every rule of the
original grammar with multiple nonterminals has been replaced with a rule of the formA! aX ,
with a single (marked) nonterminal variable. As the right-hand side of X did not contain any
of the new nonterminals, every nonterminal in has been replaced by a marked nonterminal, and
so the right side of every X-production is also completely marked.
To convert this entirely to marker-normal form may require the addition of another non-
terminal between two terminals in the right-hand side of a production. Simply add the rule

! , for a novel nonterminal 
, and replace all such right-hand sides  with 
 creating the
initial nonterminal as required. This grammar is clearly in marker-normal form and also clearly
equivalent to the Greibach-normal form grammar from which it was derived.
An example of this transformation may be useful. Consider this grammar, which generates
sentences that consist of one or more sequences of balanced parentheses around a `+' character.
S ! (E)S S ! (E)
E ! (E) E ! +
Converting this grammar to Greibach-normal form produces :
S ! (EPS S ! (EP
E ! (EP E ! +
P !)
All productions are already in marker-normal form except for the rules S ! (EPS, S !
(EP , and E ! (EP . Create two new nonterminals X and Y such that, respectively, X ! EPS
and Y ! EP .
Making this replacement, the (new) grammar becomes :
S ! (X S ! (Y
E ! (Y E ! +
P !) X ! EPS Y ! EP
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As S and E both have two possible productions, X has four rst-level expansions and Y
two. Performing these yields
S ! (X S ! (Y E ! (Y E ! +
P !)
X ! (Y )(X X ! (Y )(Y X ! +)(X X ! +)(Y
Y ! +) Y ! (Y )
and a similar substitution should be performed for Y . Finally, adding the rule 
 !  and
padding with 
 as necessary yields a nal version in marker-normal form :
S ! (X S ! (Y E ! (Y E ! +
P !) 
! 
X ! (Y )
(X X ! (Y )
(Y X ! +
)
(X X ! +
)
(Y
Y ! +
) Y ! (Y )
The reader may already have noticed that the original grammar for this example was already
in marker-normal form. Although accidental, this is not coincidental. Most of the languages
and grammars small enough to present as an example have an easy, quick, and understandable
presentation in marker-normal form, and it can be a dicult task to nd or develop a grammar
that does not have such a presentation. Although the construction did produce a grammar in
marker-normal form, it was considerably more complex, largely due to the added complexity
from putting it into Greibach- normal form. This suggests two things : rst, that a more elegant
proof to theorem 1 exists, and second, that people tend to think in terms of marker-normal-
form languages|and therefore this presents more evidence for the psychological utility of the
Marker Hypothesis.
Theorem 1 has an immediate corollary to reduce the necessary size of the production rules,
at the expense of the number of such rules :
Corollary 1 To every CFG there corresponds an equivalent grammar form, where every pro-
duction is of one of the following forms :
A! 
A! a
A! A
0
a
1
A
1
A! A
0
a
1
A
1
a
2
A
2
Proof: Exercise 4.11 of [24, p. 66] states that every context-free language can be generated
by a grammar of the form
A! a
A! aB
A! aBC
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The construction of Theorem 1, when applied to the above grammar, produces a grammar of
the desired form. If necessary, an -generating non-terminal symbol can be prepended to any
production rules that do not already begin with one.
This method clearly results in much larger and potentially less-coherent grammars than the
more standard Chomsky- and Greibach- normal forms. However, the Marker Hypothesis implies
that explicitly marked grammars such as these are more psychologically plausible and thus that
these grammars are likely to be more natural and understandable for human languages. In
particular, natural language should tend to have relatively simple descriptions in which the
set of terminal symbols that appear alone in productions is distinct from the set of terminal
symbols that appear in a marking context; in other words, that the set of marker words is
distinct and identiable.
3.2 Inference by Grammatical Optimization
Within this framework, there is at least one straightforward approach for language/grammar ac-
quisition. Given a set of training sentences one can automatically[45] extract a set of candidates
to be \marker words". The system can then examine all sentences to determine the particular
marker words which separate the components (non-terminal variables) of the full sentences as
well as to determine how many and which non-terminals are relevant to the production of full
sentences. A similar sort of analysis can be performed for the various sub-components. In
principle, this sort of analysis can be successively rened until it describes the training set and
by extension the source language, to any desired degree of accuracy.
To complete the task of self-organizing automatic translation, it is then necessary to convert
the training sentences as well as novel source sentences into their translations with the same
high degree of accuracy. The main problems here are twofold. First, the lexical items used to
create the source and target language are dierent; highly correlated, but not simply a one-to-
one mapping. Second, the structure of the source and the target languages may be dierent.
For example, the source language may be English, where the majority of sentences follow the
pattern subject-verb-object. The target language may, in turn, have the basic pattern verb-
subject-object. To convert sentences from English to the target language requires a systematic
restructuring of the components, placing the verb rst and the subject second.
The rst problem can be solved by the development of a context-sensitive translation dic-
tionary. A certain number of potential lexemes and compound words will be designated as
\lexicalized", by which read, they are not further broken down by the analysis process and
instead translated as a unit. In most cases, these lexicalized subunits will be single words that
will be translated into other single words. However, the deletion of words (such as articles,
when translated into languages that do not have such distinctions) can be accomplished by
\translating" the undesired word into , and words can be added by translation of  into some-
thing more useful. Context sensitivity can be added by the development of multiple translation
dictionaries, each associated with a particular syntactic structure, that dene a word's trans-
lation to be dierent in dierent structures. These dictionaries can be compiled automatically,
without human intervention.
The second problem, that of restructuring the translation to reect the structure of the
target language, can be accomplished by a permutation of the relevant components of the source
sentences. These components are of course identied in the analysis of source sentences. These
components can then be assembled (concatenated) in a dierent order. This order, although
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in theory independent of the source language, can instead be described as a permutation of
the source ordering for a given source!target pairing. These permutations, of course, can be
learned individually, or can be identied in larger units reecting various universals of word
order.
One can see from the above discussion how an appropriately chosen set of parameters can
accomplish the translation task. Specically, for the system described here, these parameters
are :
 a marker-normal form CFG for the source language,
 a set of context-sensitive dictionaries,
 a set of permutation relations for every rule in the CFG.
The following section describes a simple prototype system for nding such parameters from
untagged, unanalyzed bilingual corpora using standard multivariate optimization techniques.
4 METLA-1, a computational prototype
The formalism described above has been tested on a small-scale with a program called METLA
(Machine Engineered Translation by Language Acquisition) on a number of small data sets
involving various languages. METLA-1 itself is a relatively small C program with a number of
simplifying assumptions built in. In its general operation, the system accepts a set of sentences
with the \appropriate" translations and builds from that an analytic grammar of the source
language with appropriate translation information to produce the example target sentences from
the example source sentences. The only other information provided is a list of vocabulary items
in both languages, in no particular order. This simplies the programming task by allowing the
program to examine numbers (word #14 translates to word #61) rather than explicit strings
with the attendant storage and processing costs. This is a convenience which can be easily
added by preprocessing but does not actually add anything to the power of the system.
The system itself works by assuming a basic, randomly parameterized transfer function.
Initially, the system generates a random context-free grammar with random marker words, a
set of random dictionaries, and a random permutation set for each CFG production. It then
uses a standard optimization technique to tune the parameter set, in this fashion determining
the set of parameters which produce the best translation|\best," in this case, being dened
as the translation that produces the closest match between the target (example) sentences and
the translated source sentences.
The grammar itself is characterized as a xed set of N rules, numbered from zero to N   1.
Each of these rules has a xed fanout of non-terminal symbols k, so every rule in the grammar
is of the form
A
i
! A
x
m
i;1
A
y
  m
i;k 1
A
z
where each A
?
is a non-terminal in the set A
0
: : :A
N 1
and each m
?;?
is a marker word (selected
from some context-dependent set of marker words) that marks the separation between the
various constituents of A
i
. A
0
is designated as the starting symbol of the grammar, and the
example sentences are parsed in a strict top-down fashion, partitioning each sentence into its
constituents at the appearance of the leftmost element of each marker set, in order of appearance
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in the rule of grammar. These constituents are then recursively parsed in accordance with the
single rule corresponding to their nonterminal, and so on until the sentence has been broken
down into only lexicalized items. These items are, of course, translated using the various
context-sensitive dictionaries the system has developed. Figure 1 shows an example of this
parsing scheme in action, using an actual grammar developed by the system in the course of
the English!Urdu experiments. Each stage of the parsing is described twice, once in a graphical
tree format and again in a more compact text-based format where constituent boundaries are
marked by parentheses.
At this point, the translated utterances must be reassembled in keeping with the structure
of the target language. Associated with each analysis rule is a permutation of its components,
which describes the order in which the translated components are to be concatenated to form
the larger translation. This permutation-concatenation process is carried out up the recursion,
until at the end, rule A
0
terminates with a complete translation of the source sentence, which is
measured against the listed target sentence for similarity. Depending upon the similarity, any
or all of the translation scheme may be modied slightly until the desired overall accuracy has
been reached. Figure 2 illustrates this process in detail on the sample sentence from gure 1.
Because of the strict top-down nature of this parsing as well as the fact that each non-
terminal is associated with only one production rule, the nature and accuracy of the grammars
that METLA-1 can infer is strictly limited. In addition, because of the focus of METLA-1
only on marker words, many morphologically marked structures will not be found. Finally, the
system starts from a randomly-chosen starting grammar and vocabulary, rather than using any
techniques to select a good starting point, which slows the inference task considerably.
The inference itself is done by a standard multivariate optimization algorithm called simu-
lated annealing[33, 31]. This technique was originally designed as a model of crystal growth and
metal annealing, but has found widespread use in a variety of contexts and has the advantage of
being well-known, well-studied, and reliable. In simplest terms, it is a variant of a random walk
through the event-space of interest. At each step, the algorithm considers a random change to
the set of parameters (for example, changing a single nonterminal symbol in a particular rule,
adding or deleting one word from a particular set of marker words, or changing the translation
of one word in a particular dictionary) and measures the quality of the translations produced
by that set. If the changed parameters result in improved performance, the system accepts
the new parameter set for further work. Even if the parameters reduce performance a bit, the
system may still accept the new parameters as long as the performance loss isn't too great. As
the algorithm progresses, the notion of \too great" is gradually tightened until the algorithm
accepts only improving moves and eventually will nd the global performance maximum.
Automatic measurement of translation performance can be dicult to perform. Many
psycholinguistically plausible measurements are computationally expensive or technologically
impossible. However, the sort of tasks that are computationally viable may produce \false
positives" which appear to be related to the correct translation but in fact are very dierent.
(Consider the eect of adding or deleting a `not' from an English sentence.) After several
experiments, the system uses a modied greatest-common-subsequence formalism[36], which
should be familiar to most UNIX programmers as the di(1) algorithm. Specically, this
measures the number of changes (insertions or deletions) that distinguish the translated source
sentence from the desired target sentence. Sentences are thus graded on the number of words
that would need to be added to or deleted from them to produce the exact form in the examples,
an approximate measurement of the amount of work a human editor would need to do.
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the man is in the shop
\the man is in the shop"
Inital rule divides at the rst appearance of a determiner and leaves this sentence unchanged.
the man is in the shop
\the man is in the shop"
 
 
 
  @
@
@
@
(the man) (is in the shop)
Second rule divides immediately before the appearance of the copula (`is', etc.)
\the man" \is in the shop"
 
 
 
  @
@
@
@
 
 
 
@
@
@
The second part of the above division is now divided before the appearance of a preposition
(the man) ( (is) (in the shop) )
\the man"
\is"
\in the shop"
 
 
 
  @
@
@
@
 
 
 
@
@
@
.
 
 
 
@
@
@
@
(the man) ( (is) ( (in) (the shop) ) )
And so forth (dividing immediately before the existence of a determiner)
\the man"
\is"
\in" \the shop"
Figure 1: Example English parsing (derived from E!U)
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the man is in the shop
\the man is in the shop"
 
 
 
  @
@
@
@
 
 
 
@
@
@
(the man) ( (is) (in the shop) )
\the man"
\is"
\in the shop"
\admi dukan men hai"
admi dukan men hai
 
 
 
  @
@
@
@
 
 
 
@
@
@
 
 
 
  @
@
@
@
 
 
 
@
@
@
-
Each of these phrases is individually translated (into Urdu)
which is concatenated to form the nal output string
And the children at each node may be permuted to form the nal structure
This can be partially parsed into
\admi"
\hai"
\dukan men"
(admi) ( (hai) (dukan men) )
\admi"
\dukan men"
(admi) ( (dukan men) (hai) )
\hai"
Figure 2: Example of METLA-1 translation algorithm
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To recap, then, the METLA-1 translation system is a small-scale inference system using the
linguistic formalism described in section 3.1 as applied to machine translation. Starting from a
random skeletal grammar, the system uses a simulated annealing to simultaneously set a large
number of parameters to dene the parsing, lexical transformations, and structural changes
necessary to transform sentences in the source language into the target language. The inputs
to the system are a set of translation examples, and the output is a parameter list describing the
inferred transfer function. This set of parameters constitutes a parsing and translation system
that can be used in a separate, standalone machine translation system. Internal measurement
of the parameter sets (within the annealing) can be done in a number of ways, but the current
system uses a variant of the the UNIX di program to measure the approximate amount of
work a human editor would need to do to clean up the machine-translated outputs. The system
should work in a variety of linguistic and functional contexts without any major modications.
For example, to change the system from an English!French translator to an English!Japanese
translator should require only a new set of training data and no changes to the source code.
5 Experiments
5.1 Experimental Descriptions
METLA-1 has been implemented and tested on a variety of small problems. This report covers
the most interesting from a psycholinguistic point of view. The two problems posed to the
system were English!French and English!Urdu translation from small unanalyzed corpora.
The system was allowed to anneal on the input corpus for a xed length of time which varied
from trial to trial, and performance was then measured (by hand) on both the training data
and a set of independent test data. In addition, the transfer functions that the system had
developed were examined carefully to determine exactly what words, classes, and properties
the METLA-1 system found useful for translation.
In the rst experiment, the system was asked to infer the transfer function to perform
English!French translation from a small articial corpus (c. 30 full sentences) developed by
native speakers of English and French working together. Although this grammar was very
simplied in many regards (for example, all sentences were in present tense), there were nev-
ertheless a number of systematic dierences that were exploited. For example, French nouns
have gender, while English nouns typically do not, and it was expected that this would be a
dicult distinction for the system to draw. Similarly, words like `that' have several dierent
translations into French (`ce,' `cette,' `que', : : : ), depending upon the grammatical context in
which they occur. The test data were produced by handing an English vocabulary list to a
(dierent) native speaker of English, with a brief description of some of the major limitations
of the training grammar (\All sentences are in present tense, and all nouns are singular.")
and asking for example sentences in English. Of course, in some cases this resulted in word
usage that was not covered by the training grammar, but this is a risk in any example-based
translation system. The test data used were 47 sentences of which ten had not been covered
by the input grammar. The system was run several times on the training data with dierent
random starting points, dierent allowed annealing times, and dierent (small) grammar sizes,
and each time the errors made were comparable and the results of about the same quality.
The second series of experiments was an attempt to compare the performance of the system
against a related task for humans, that of learning a foreign language from instructional text.
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In addition, it measured the approximate language-independence of the designed system. The
system itself remained the same in both sets of experiments, although some parameters (length
of annealing, maximum number of non-terminal symbols per production rule
5
, etc.) were
changed in the various experiments. The only necessary change, then, to convert METLA
from a translator to French to a translator to Urdu was to change the input corpus. For these
experiments, the system was presented with the complete text of the example sentences and
vocabulary list from lesson 2 from [49]. The language Urdu was chosen for two reasons. First, it
is a language with several major structural dierences from English, being of basic word order
subject-object-verb instead of subject-verb-object, having postpositions instead of prepositions,
and having no notion of the denite/indenite article distinction
6
. Second, both instructional
texts and native speakers were available for cross-validation. The text of the lesson covered
imperative sentences (\Put the letter on the table.") and copula-locatives (\The hat is in the
oce."), with a complete vocabulary list and seven examples of full sentences. As above, the
experiment was repeated several times and all results were substantially similar.
5.2 Evaluation
One of the diculties involved with the development of a machine translation system is the
evaluation of the end product. Is it better, for instance, to produce an ungrammatical transla-
tion that nonetheless seems to capture the meaning of what the original said, or to produce a
grammatically awless sentence that states something completely dierent from the original?
How should the system respond to unusual, metaphoric, or ungrammatical inputs?
5.2.1 Black Box Evaluation
For many fully self-automated translation systems (e.g. [6]), the problem can be made worse
by the relative opacity of the inferred translation system. There is no easy way to examine the
internal workings of the algorithm to determine the nature and causes of a translation error
or to identify how to repair the error. And for translation systems using Markov models and
similar oversimplied grammatical structures, it may not be possible to understand the cause
of the error even after a lengthy and extensive analysis of the translation parameters, as the
underlying model is too distant from people's intuitive understanding of how languages are put
together.
Nonetheless, it is possible to do some sort of a black box analysis of the output of the sys-
tem. Brown et al.[6], for instance, performed their analysis on the basis of hand-classication
of sentences into ve types, ranging from \Exact" (Identical to what the Hansard transla-
tor chose), through \Alternate" (Dierent phrasing but the same idea expressed), down to
\Ungrammatical." This sort of hand-classication for nal system evaluation is useful because
it directly measures the appropriateness of the nal product in a way that more automatic
measures (such as di) cannot. For the METLA-1 prototype, though, this particular classica-
tion was less useful than the classication actually used. Because of the limited vocabulary and
grammar in the experiments, very few dierent grammatical ways to express the same idea were
available. It was therefore more useful and appropriate to classify sentences (again by hand) into
the categories \Correct," \Minor errors," and \Gibberish." The rst category corresponds to
5
i.e. the maximum fan-out
6
i.e. there are no words corresponding to `the' vs. `a.'
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\Exact," above. The third category describes sentences that were so syntactically ill-formed as
to be unintelligible and would be a subset of Brown's \Ungrammatical" sentences. The second
category would be classied by [6] sometimes as \Alternate" and sometimes as \Ungrammat-
ical." These tend to be syntactically invalid but semantically understandable. They also tend
to reect (subtle) properties of the source language that are slightly changed in the target lan-
guage. In fact, they closely resemble typical errors of rst-year language students. Examples
of these from the English!French experiments include deletion of sentence complementizers
7
,
deletion of reexive particles, or gender errors.
When this sort of analysis is performed on the results of the English!Urdu experiments, the
system learned the original training corpus (the example sentences from the lessons) perfectly
and could reproduce it without errors. Testing on novel sentences (the exercises) revealed
72% completely correct, and only 7% translated as \gibberish." Upon further analysis (see
section 5.2.2), the training corpus was shown to be unrepresentative of the test corpus, and
in particular was missing coverage in context for several words. When the training corpus
was updated to include coverage for the missing items, the system could still learn the training
corpus perfectly and the percentage correct on novel items of the same forms increased to 100%.
The English!French experiment, because of the higher syntactic complexity in conjunction
with the limited scale of the prototype, performed less well overall. Typical performance for
the system on the training corpus was approximately 61% correct, 29% minor errors, and only
10% gibberish. On the test data, performance was lower, with only 36% correct, 21% minor
errors, and a full 44% gibberish. However, when the test sentences that presented structures
unrepresented in the grammar were excluded, the performance improved, up to 41% correct,
19% minor, and 41% gibberish. These numbers can be compared with the results from [6],
where an early version of the system was able to correctly translate 48% of the test data based
on a much larger training (and testing) corpus.
Clearly, much additional work will be required before METLA turns into a commercial-
quality translator. However, given the known structural limitations of the implementation
and the small grammars that it used for these experiments, these still represent a signicant
accomplishment in the development of a psycholinguistically plausible MT system. Perhaps
equally signicantly, to convert the system from one language to another required approximately
an hour of human eort to type in the training data, and no system modications. This indicates
that language-independent induction of transfer functions may be a viable approach to machine
translation.
5.2.2 White Box Evaluation
A major advantage of a psycholinguistically plausible approach is that, if properly done, the
output of the system can be directly converted into a grammar and dictionaries for the appro-
priate languages. This makes it possible to directly analyze the plausibility and appropriateness
of the various transfer rules and to improve them by human intervention. Some of the simpli-
cations made in the course of developing METLA-1 have made it more dicult to perform this
task, but one can still examine the source grammar and transfer functions which the system
developed and use this information to change the transfer rules or training data.
7
The `that' in the English sentence \I believe (that) rocks sink" is optional. The corresponding `que' in its
French translation is required.
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For example, in the English!Urdu experiment, the training data consisted of copula-
locatives (\the hat is on the chair", \the man is in the shop") and imperative sentences (\wait
in the oce," \send the knife to the house"). Each of these had to be rearranged into verb-nal
form, and the prepositions had to be converted to postpositions. In addition, all the deter-
miners (`a,' `the,' `this,' etc.) needed to be deleted, so the nal result of translation would be
something like the word-for-word translation of the string *\knife house to send."
Upon examination, the word classication and translation methods make sense. For an
example, one of the early experiments initially divided all sentences into two parts based on
the rst appearance of a determiner or preposition. This divided imperatives (\wait in the
oce") into their verb components followed by one or more arguments which were translated
by another set of rules. The translation of the verb was permuted to follow the rest of the
sentence, giving the necessary verb-nal form. On the other hand, declarative sentences (\the
book is on the table") are passed through this initial rule unchanged, to be divided later at
`is' into subject, verb, and location, and permuted appropriately. This sort of analysis can be
carried out to any desired level of detail.
Even this simplied analysis, however, is enough to demonstrate the advantage of a psy-
cholinguistically plausible and symbolic representation. The statement \to be divided later at
`is' " is, in point of fact, slightly inaccurate. Using the rst version of the training data, the
system accurately inferred that `is' serves to mark the boundary between subject and verb.
However, it also inferred (wrongly) that `knife' and `man' were also part of that same marker
group. This resulted in a small number of incorrect translations of the testing sentences.
Further examination of the input corpus showed the reason that these errors had been made.
Although the system was presented with a full vocabulary list (`man'/`admi', `house'/`ghar',
and so forth) of individual words, only a subset of those words had been presented in the context
of a phrase or sentence. Although the system, then, had learned that `man' translated to `admi,'
it had no evidence about the part of speech of `man.' The system had no way of knowing, for
example, that the word `man' was not an alternate form of the copula. In general, the lists of
marker words are obviously of one or more grammatical classes, with potentially a few outliers
that represent words that have never been seen in that context and therefore may or may not
be relevant. With this observation, it becomes/became obvious that the input examples were
not representative of the testing data, and that some new input was required. After adding
two more sentences to provide context for these words, the percentage correct increased in later
experiments to 100%.
Similar analysis can be done for the more grammatically-complex English!French experi-
ments. Because of the greater syntactic complexity, the system as built proved to be oversim-
plied in several important regards and some errors were in that sense inevitable. For example,
consider the following set of sentences :
(the man) (kisses) (the woman)
(le homme
8
) (embrasse) (la femme)
(the man) (kisses) (her)
*(le homme) (embrasse) (la)
8
The process that converts, for example, `le homme' into `l'homme' is almost purely phonological and was
ignored for simplicity in the METLA-1 system.
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bring the letter from the shop
(bring) ((the letter) (from the shop))
(lao) ((chitthi) (dukan se))
chitthi dukan se lao
wait in the oce
(wait) (in the oce)
(thairo) (daftar men)
daftar men thairo
put the box on the table
(put) ((the box) (on the table))
(rakho) ((sanduq) (mez par))
sanduq mez par rakho
Table 1: Sample English!Urdu translations with partial analysis
*(the man) (her) (kisses)
(le homme) (la) (embrasse)
In the rst pair of sentences, the pattern subject{verb{object is used in both French and English,
so the identity permutation is appropriate. In the second and third pairs, the pattern becomes
subject{object{verb in French, so the identity permutation is no longer appropriate. However,
as each non-terminal symbol (sentence, in this case) has only one rule and one permutation
associated with it, the system is forced to select one and only one of object-nal or verb-nal
structure.
On the other hand, the system correctly learned appropriate translation structure for a
large part of the input corpus. For example, the original sentences are parsed into three pieces
based upon the existence rst of a verb, and then of a determiner or pronoun. Noun phrases
(which begin with a determiner in the input corpus) are themselves partitioned into classes of
masculine/feminine noun phrases so that the gender of the determiner is correctly set.
The major error made by the English!French system was that it found a local maximum in
reusing one of the production rules. Because any translation system should allow for recursive
structures (\John said that Mary told him that Susan said that : : :"), the system is permitted
to call rules that have already been called. The system tended to nd a local maximum where
the rule used to separate masculine from feminine nouns was the same rule used to parse the
original sentence, and so it conated the two categories of verbs and feminine nouns. This
meant, in turn, that sentences such ase \that woman washes a car" were divided not as \(that
woman) (washes) (a car)" but instead as *\(that) (woman washes) (a car)." This error could
presumably be rectied by allowing the system to use more production rules, but is more
appropriately solved by a better parsing algorithm in general.
Some sample results are attached as tables 1 and 2. Each table shows a number of sample
sentences (in the nearly opaque parenthesized format) along with their primary division into
constituents. the translations of those constituents, and the nal translation after it has been
permuted and concatenated.
The errors in table 2 should be explained. First, note that the division of the third sentence
is incorrect|\the man that touches the car" is an entire component and the main verb of
the sentence is the second token of `touches.' This is an artifact of the admittedly broken
METLA-1 parsing algorithm, which divides at the rst appearance of a given token. That
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the glass touches a car
(the glass) (touches) (a car)
(le verre) (touche) (une voiture)
le verre touche une voiture
she washes a cat
(she) (washes) (a cat)
(elle) (lave) (un chat)
elle lave un chat
the man that touches a car touches a glass
(the man that) (touches) (a car touches a glass)
(le homme qui) (touche) (une voiture touche un verre)
le homme qui touche une voiture touche un verre
that man washes a car that she creates
(that man) (washes) (a car that she creates)
(ce homme) (lave) *(une voiture qui elle creee)
*ce homme lave une voiture qui elle creee
this cat washes
(this cat) (washes) ()
(ce chat) (lave) ()
*ce chat lave
Table 2: Sample English!French translations with partial analysis
this sentence is correctly translated at all is a tribute to the remarkable structural similarity
between this sentence and its French translation. The fth sentence is an example of a so-called
\reexive" verb; the proper translation should be \ce chat se lave," where `se' is a general
pronoun meaning `self.' In English, certain verbs can be intransitive when the subject and
object of the verb are the same|for example, \I shave (myself) every morning," \I wash
9
,"
and so forth. Some of these verbs, in turn, must be expressed with the reexive particle in
French but with an ordinary direct object otherwise. This leads, in turn, to another example
of the multiple-necessary-permutation problem discussed above.
The fourth sentence is more interesting. The word `qui' in the fourth example sentence is
a relative pronoun used only for people (like `who'). As an inanimate object, \a car" should
have taken the relative pronoun `que' as a translation of `that'. However, notice should be
taken of the mistake that the system did not make. The other token of `that' in the sentence
was a demonstrative determiner, which was correctly translated as `ce', taking into account the
gender of `man'. The system correctly identied the second `that' as a relative pronoun and
not a demonstrative determiner. Similarly, the third sentence indicates an ability to distinguish
between feminine nouns (\une voiture") and masculine ones (\un verre"), a relatively subtle
grammatical point. These results, then, indicate an ability on the part of METLA-1 to deter-
mine remarkably small grammatical structures and to appropriately account for and to produce
them as needed in the translation process.
9
In some dialects, not including the author's, this concept would be expressed as \I wash up."
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6 Needed Improvements
As has been stressed repeatedly above, METLA-1 is an exercise in proof-of-concept. Its current
performance is hardly surprising in light of the number of simplifying assumptions that were
made in the course of development. It is therefore reasonable to try to determine what sorts
of improvements will be necessary in future versions of the system. In general, the areas that
need improvement or at least further study can be summarized as follows :
 improvement of parsing algorithm
 replacement of simulated annealing as the optimization/learning algorithm
 incorporation of morphological analysis
 incorporation of additional psycholinguistic principles and constraints
 automatic alignment of source corpora
 preprocessing for better starting point for the learning algorithm
 incorporation of part-of-speech tagging
 scalability of this general approach
The rst and foremost candidate for improvement is the parsing algorithm. As has been
pointed out in section 5.2.2, the limitation of a single rule per nonterminal symbol and the
absence of any sort of bottom-up, data driven parsing scheme forces errors to occur in syn-
tactically complex data. Some sort of data driven parser, such as the chart parser of [28], is
obviously necessary.
Using simulated annealing for learning has its limitations. First, it tends to be slow. Second,
it does not lend itself well to parallelization. Third, it is dicult or impossible to extract
meaningful partial results at the half-way point of a long annealing session. Fourth, and perhaps
most importantly, it is not incremental. An ideal system would be able to build a solution on
the data available today, and then modify that original solution by comparison with the data
available next week without losing what was originally learned. This would lead, for example, to
a system that could learn to translate by optimizing, chapter by chapter, over a standard second-
language textbook. Unfortunately, this sort of incremental learning is beyond the capabilities
of a system based on simulated annealing, and so a new and improved optimization algorithm
would be useful.
There are other multivariate optimization techniques that could be plugged in, such as tabu
search[19, 20] and genetic algorithms[4]. Some preliminary work has been done on incorpo-
rating these techniques, but the results have been merely comparable to the work presented
here. Whether this results from poor implementation of the genetic algorithms or is simply a
statement about the appropriateness of general-purpose optimization techniques remains unre-
solved. Even with the mediocre results, however, there are clearly some limitations of simulated
annealing.
For the small problems that have been studied up to this point, it is not really a problem that
there is no morphological analysis. If there are only 5 (or 30) verbs in the system vocabulary,
the system can reasonably be expected to learn and classify them by enumeration. As the
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vocabulary becomes larger and larger, though, the number of words in the open-class categories
such as verbs, nouns, and adjectives, will grow beyond the capability of any system to learn
them all by enumeration. However, a system with the ability to identify and classify words
by morphological analysis, or simply to segment novel words into morphologically plausible
sections, would be able to correctly parse and translate a much larger set of sentences. For many
languages, there already exist morphological analyzers. For the languages that don't, induction
of morphological regularities has been studied by several people; Borin[5] describes a system
based upon several linguistic theories; I propose elsewhere[27] a statistical approach based upon
Shannon's[41, 42] notion of information theory. Any of these tools could be incorporated as a
preprocessor into future versions of the system.
Many available \linguistic universals" have not been incorporated into the METLA-1 sys-
tem. The Greenbergian universals about word order, for example, were alluded to briey in
section 2.2, but have not been directly incorporated into the design of the system. Even as
simple an observation that \all languages have verbs and nouns" could potentially be useful for
system improvements. Greenberg[23] proposed relationships between how a language structure
things around nouns and how the same language structures things around verbs|by limit-
ing the grammars to those compatible with Greenberg's universals, the inference task could
be speeded up. Similarly, the X-bar convention, as proposed by [11, 26], suggests that the
head/dependent distinction (as between nouns and full noun phrases) may be a linguistically
important notion, and that this should be incorporated into the grammar.
The reliance of the system on paired sentences, so-called \aligned data," may also be prob-
lematic. Although large bilingual corpora exist, the sentences in these corpora do not tend to
equate in a nice, linear, one-to-one fashion. Any practical use for this system, then, would need
as a preprocessor a program or module that can take a bilingual corpus and produce an aligned
bilingual corpus. Fortunately, such systems are being designed and built; see [18, 29, 51] for ex-
amples. Similarly, it would be useful to have a preprocessor build a rough guess at a dictionary
before the system itself actually started working on it (especially with some sort of incremen-
tal learning technique)|by simply calculating the correlation among the various words in the
input and output corpora, a dictionary with a relatively high accuracy can be built and used
as a starting point for further renement.
Part-of-speech tagging, as typied by [15], is another well-studied area in statistical lin-
guistics. It is not clear whether or not the system would be improved if the source and/or
target corpora were tagged by such an automatic system. Similarly, the PCFG framework as
typied by [38] is a well-known paradigm. It may or may not be useful to incorporate some
notion of probability into the parsing or translation algorithms to improve the performance in
the presence of ambiguous data. Finally, any AI project must be evaluated carefully to deter-
mine how well it will scale to real-world applications with huge amounts of relevant data. Any
improvements to the system to improve its scalability would be useful.
Finally, it is, or should be, clear that any EBMT system that relies upon a translation
database of only fty sentences is inadequate. Not only is eciency of scaling a concern, but
the question of whether or not this approach scales at all should be addressed. Much further
work is needed, either with METLA-1 or a future system, to test it in a real-world context with
real, large-scale corpora. Without this sort of testing and development, METLA-1 is only a toy
system, or a prototype.
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7 Conclusions
To solve linguistic problems, one needs to understand linguistics. Twenty years ago, that
statement would have been uncontroversial. Today, with faster computers, larger disks, and
greater memory available, scientists can work more directly with examples from linguistic data.
This has led some researchers to use methods that focus more on computational eciency (e.g.
hidden Markov models) and can sometimes be linguistically naive or use very language-specic
structures. The work presented above is an attempt to graft psycholinguistic principles onto
the EBMT framework in a language-independent fashion. Rather than using human eort to
develop an exhaustive analysis of the source and target language, the human eort can be put
into identication and incorporation of linguistic principles such as the Marker Hypothesis[22],
X-bar theory[26], and structural universals about language[23]. By focusing on the same sets
of principles that linguists use to describe novel languages, the same system could be used for
many dierent language pairs, addressing exactly those inter-language dierences that linguistic
typologists nd interesting.
METLA-1 is a prototype system developed to address and test some of the concepts neces-
sary to produce such a language-independent analysis system. Focusing on a restricted set of
linguistic universals (primarily the Marker Hypothesis) and on small sets of data, it nonethe-
less manages to produce respectable performance on the structural analysis, transformation,
and translation of novel sentences. In addition, the structures and grammatical classes used
are logical and linguistically sensible|for example, the system picks up readily on the concept
of prepositions, correctly gathers the prepositions together in a class, and identies that the
dependent noun of a preposition follows the preposition itself in English.
This work does not exclusively focus on grammatical induction. Although grammatical
induction is an important part of the task, neither the problem (translation) nor the approach
guarantees that the system will learn anything usable for grammaticality judgements. For a
simple example, a system trained to translate (US) telephone numbers from English to French
would not necessarily learn that telephone numbers are comprised of seven digits, divided into
groups of three and four by a hyphen. At the same time, the system would presumably be robust
enough to translate malformed phone numbers without causing system errors. This is clearly
an advantage in dealing with real-world input, where typographical errors and misphrasings
are not uncommon. At the same time, this system will include grammatical structure which
should result in more robust, understandable, and linguistically plausible translation functions
than the Markov chains developed by [6].
Finally, although this system uses examples to develop its translation functions, there are
several crucial dierences between METLA-1 and the more mainstream EBMT paradigm. First,
other than the notion of paired sentences, there is no preanalysis of the translation database,
which greatly reduces the load on the human developers of the system. This system also
produces a reduced database, explicitly extracting patterns from the example database rather
than nding them as needed in on-line examples.
The results of the tentative experiments indicate that induction of transfer functions from
untagged, unanalyzed bilingual corpora is a computationally and linguistically viable task. Fur-
thermore, the addition of linguistic information into the algorithm itself produces more under-
standable and thus maintainable results. In particular, these results seem to show that hours,
days, or months of computer time can be substituted for the time of human translators if the
appropriate low-level bilingual corpus is available. The METLA-2 system and its descendants,
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with some of the major weaknesses xed, will hopefully be able to achieve a high degree of
performance on any and all language pairs, with a great linguistic uency and maintainability.
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